Avanti (standard)
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Product description

!

The rail which is available in white or clear anodised aluminium is only 23mm in
height and is suited to blend in to a stylish minimal interior.

!

It’s very easy to use and hides it’s fixings with specially designed screw-caps to give
a discreet finish.

Applications

!

The Avanti system is an incredibly versatile picture hanging system, a gallery/home can be fitted
out with the same rail in different positions, on a wall, on a ceiling or on top of a wall, even
recessed into a wall or ceiling. This info page is specific to the ‘standard’ application (to a wall)
and can be fixed up underneath a cornice or used as a stand-alone picture rail.

Features

!

!

Avanti (artshow)
!
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Product description

!

The rail which is available in white or clear anodised aluminium is only 23mm in
height and is suited to blend in to a stylish minimal interior.

!

It’s very easy to use and hides it’s fixings with specially designed screw-caps to give
a discreet finish.

Applications

!

The Avanti system is an incredibly versatile picture hanging system, a gallery/home can be fitted
out with the same rail in different positions, on a wall, on a ceiling or on top of a wall, even
recessed into a wall or ceiling. This info page is specific to the ‘artshow’ application (on top of a
wall or panel). The rail can be fixed so the edge is flush with the face of the wall so the hangers
over hang.

Features

!

!

Avanti (cantilever)
!
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Product description

!

The rail which is available in white or clear anodised aluminium is only 23mm in
height and is suited to blend in to a stylish minimal interior.

!

It’s very easy to use and hides it’s fixings with specially designed screw-caps to give
a discreet finish.

Applications

!

The Avanti system is an incredibly versatile picture hanging system, a gallery/home can be fitted
out with the same rail in different positions, on a wall, on a ceiling or on top of a wall, even
recessed into a wall or ceiling. This info page is specific to the ‘cantilever’ application (recessed
in to a wall). The face of the rail should be flush with the walls surface, this gives the hanger
6mm of clearance.

Features

!

Avanti (topfix)
!
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Product description

!

The rail which is available in white or clear anodised aluminium is only 23mm in
height and is suited to blend in to a stylish minimal interior.

!

It’s very easy to use and hides it’s fixings with specially designed screw-caps to give
a discreet finish.

Applications

!

The Avanti system is an incredibly versatile picture hanging system, a gallery/home can be fitted
out with the same rail in different positions, on a wall, on a ceiling or on top of a wall, even
recessed into a wall or ceiling. This info page is specific to the ‘topfix’ application (on to the face
of or recessed into a ceiling). The rail can be fixed so the edge is touching the wall, this is
especially handy in front of a glass/tiled or feature wall. The hangers simple twist and click into
position where required.

Features

!

!

Avanti (floor to ceiling)
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Product description

!

The rail which is available in white or clear anodised aluminium is only 23mm in
height and is suited to blend in to a stylish minimal interior.

!

It’s very easy to use and hides it’s fixings with specially designed screw-caps to give
a discreet finish.

Applications

!

The Avanti system is an incredibly versatile picture hanging system, a gallery/home can be fitted
out with the same rail in different positions, on a wall, on a ceiling or on top of a wall, even
recessed into a wall or ceiling. This info page is specific to the ‘Avanti Barrel Clamp’ accessory for
use when tensioning the steel hangers by anchoring them to the floor. This is ideal for window
displays, also allowing the user to hang pictures on both sides of the system.

Features

!

!

